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**Introduction**

Photographs, biographies, and select collected works of several noted soil scientists. Also some University of Missouri bulletins and reports from the early 1900s. Includes abstracts and articles, correspondence, field tour logs, photographs [primarily soil scientists, Universities of Illinois, Missouri], maps, newsletters, notebook by soils scientist James Thorp of Australia, posters, symposium and conference proceedings, reports, and related materials, and miscellaneous papers. Also includes limited family photographs [C.C. Logan].

**Box List**

**Box 1**
- Abstracts/Articles
- Albrecht, William A.
- Correspondence [6]
- Field Trip/Tour Logs
- Heilbroun History & Correspondence
- Hole, Francis D.
- Logan, C.C.
- Miscellaneous Papers [2]
- Newsletters
- Photographs [4]
  - 1880s, 1900s, 1912, 1915, 1917, 1920s-1970s, 1990s
- Publications [5]
- Proceedings
- Reports
- Soil Maps
- Thorpe, James—Notebook
- University of Missouri [2]
  - Brochures & Circulars
  - Century of Missouri Agriculture, 1958
  - College of Agriculture, 1908, 1911-1912, 1913, 1919-1920
  - Erosion & Surface Runoff Under Different Soil Conditions, 1923
  - Evaluating Missouri Soils, 1972
  - Missouri Soil Survey

**Box 2**
- Abstracts/Articles [3]
- Chamberlain, T. C.
- Clippings
- CD—Annual Meeting Abstracts, Soil Science Society of America
- Correspondence [3]
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Historical Archaeology
History of Soil & Water Conservation
Illinois [2]
Maps [2]
Marbut, Curtis F.
Marshall, C. Edmund
Miscellaneous Papers [3]
Missouri
Papers [3]
Publications [3]
Reports/Studies
Salisbury, Rollin D.
Shriver/Johannsen
U.S. Department of Agriculture

**Box 3**
Correspondence
Flyers & Notices
Illinois
Keller, Walter D.
Maps
Miscellaneous Papers [7]
Missouri [3]
Newsletters
Papers
Posters [OVERSIZE]
Publications [5]
Reports
Soil Science Society of America (SSSA)
Thesis—Beavers

**Box 4**
Books
   *Fifty Years of 4-H in Missouri*
   *Immigrants in the Ozarks*
Conference Proceedings
Correspondence
Iowa Geological Survey
Key to Soil Information Sheets
Maps
Miscellaneous Papers [3]
Missouri [4]
Publications [3]
Soil Conservation in America
Thesis—Hutton
ACCESSION CA6051
TANDARICH, JOHN P., COLLECTION

Thesis—Tandarich
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture

**Box 5**
Arkansas
Articles/Abstracts
Bibliographies
Calendar
California
Contributions to Geology
Correspondence
Earth Sciences History
Iowa [2]
Keys to Soil Taxonomy
Manuscript—Tandarich, Frye, Willman, and Glass
Maps [OVERSIZE]
Marbut, Curtis F.
Miscellaneous [3]
Missouri [5]
Missouri Agricultural Land Forum
Newsletters
Posters
Publications [5]
Reports
Soil Science Society of America (SSSA)
Symposia—Proceedings/Papers
Thesis—Roloff
Wisconsin

**Box 6**
Articles/Abstracts
Bibliographies
Clippings
Correspondence [2]
Davis, William A.
Geomorphology [4]
Guides/Glossaries
Hole, Francis D.
Illinois
Keller
Maps
Mexico
Miscellaneous [3]
Missouri [2]
Nebraska
Newsletters [2]
ACCESSION CA6051
TANDARICH, JOHN P., COLLECTION

Papers
Photographs
Publications [3]
Research [2]
Soil Science Society of America (SSSA)
U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Geological Survey

Audiovisual Material [Location: Unprocessed A/V]
5 video cassettes [Pertaining to soil science from a joint project with the Clay Minerals Society in 1992 (which includes an interview with Walter Keller).]
4 film reels [1935 film produced by Dr. John Gieseking of the 3rd International Congress of Soil Science in Oxford, England (Curtis F. Marbut appears in the film). After the conference, Giesking traveled on to Germany and captured the rise of Nazism. Includes a videocassette copy of the film (see above).]